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Superstructures
in calcite
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Ansrntcr
Calcite cement (CaCO., spacegroup R3c) occurring in Jurassic/LowerCretaceoussandstonesfrom the North Sea,precipitated from pore fluids at temperaturesbelow 60'C, has
beeninvestigatedby TEM. The crystalscontain minor amounts of Fe, Mg, and Mn. Calcite
crystals vary from defect-rich to nearly defect-free.Irrespective of defect density, SAED
patterns commonly reveal weak superstructurereflections that are not compatible with
the structure of calcite. Dark field (DF) images of these reflections reveal small local
domains within the host calcite. The reflections appear rnidway between the origin and
1120, 1014, and 0lT8 fundamental reflectionsand symmetry equivalents.The reflections
are interpreted in terms of cation ordering, and the experimental diffraction patterns are
compared with calculatedones.A superstructuremodel is suggestedin which (0001) Iayers
within which cations are ordered are stacked systematically.Within each layer alternate
rows of atoms parallel to the d axes consist of Ca,(Fe,Mg,Mn),Ca.. . and pure Ca. The
spacegroup of this model structure is R3c.

INrnolucrroN
Carbonatesare among the most common rock-forming
minerals, occurring in magmatic, hydrothermal, metamorphic, and sedimentaryrocks, and they have been the
subject of extensive investigations. Nevertheless,many
details remain to be clarified, particularly regardinglowtemperaturephases.The common occurrenceof metastable nonstoichiometric carbonatesin sedimentsservesto
illustrate the complexities. For a comprehensivereview
of the carbonateminerals,see,e.g.,Reeder(1983).
During the last decade several studies relating to superstructuresin low-temperature rhombohedral carbonates have appeared.Reeder and Wenk (1979) first documented weak extra reflectionsin diffraction patterns from
sedimentary calcian dolomites and referred to them as c
reflections.Subsequentlythere have been severaldescriptions of c-type superstructurereflectionsdisplayedby dolomite (Reeder,l98l; Barberet al., 1985;Van Tendeloo
et al., 1985;Wenk and Zhang,l985; Miser et al., 1987).
The occurrenceof c reflections in diffraction patterns of
calcite has beenreported lessextensively(Gundersonand
Wenk, l98l; Frisia Bruni and Wenk, 1985; Barber and
Khan, 1987).
Reports of c superstructuresin both calcite and dolomite have been associatedwith a kind of modulated microstructure. The crystallographicorigins of both modulations and superstructureshave been a matter of debate.
Van Tendeloo et al. (1985) arguedthat c reflectionswere
due to ordering of cations of calcian dolomite that are
restrictedto small domains. Gundersonand Wenk (1981),
however, claimed that for pure calcite the c reflections
were most likely causedby periodic rotational disorder
of CO. groups.
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In the presentpaper, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) evidence of ordered phasesin impure low-temperature sedimentarycalcitesis reported. The superstructures are presentin crystals with a variety of microstructures and do not seemto be closelyrelated to a modulated
microstructure.
The interpretation of the TEM results is supported by
calculated diffraction patterns, which are based on models
incorporating cations other than Ca2*in an ordered manner. Such cations, e.9., Mg'*, Fe2*,Mn2*, are commonly
assumedto substitute randomly in calcite. The existence
of ordered phaseswould have implications for the topology of low-temperature phasediagrams of carbonates.
M.lrnnrar-s sruDrED
Carbonate cements in Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous
sandstonesfrom several localities in the North Sea were
investigatedby TEM. The sampleshave previously been
studied by Saigaland Bjorlykke (1987).According to their
isotopic studies, the calcite cements have grown at T :
15-60 "C and at near surface to approximately 2-km
depths. The cements have not been exposed to temperatures exceeding120 .C. The size of the cement crystals,
as determined by optical microscopy, rangesfrom a few
pm to ca. 3 mm.
Mnrrrots
TEM sampleswere prepared from conventional petrographic thin sections.They were mounted on copper grids
and further thinned in an Edwards ion mill. JEM 2000
FX and 200 CX transmission electron microscopesat the
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, were used.
Both are equipped with Tracor Northern energy-dispersive X-ray analyzers.In this study hexagonal indices[(hkil,
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i : -(h + k)l are used, for which the cleavageplane is
(1014).
OesnnvlrroNs

Fig. I . TEM imagesof different types of microstructuresobservedin the calcite cement. (A) Defect-rich crystal region with
a heterogeneous,irregular contrast. Most of the defectsare dislocations. Small loops (indicated by arrow) are beam damage.
Scalebar is 100 nm. (B) Scattereddislocationswith a modulated
background contrast. Scalebar 200 nm. (C) Crystal region with
a few planar faults and a dislocation and large areas without
linear or planar defects.Scalebar 200 nm.

The TEM investigations revealed a wide range of microstmctures in the calcite cements, with defect-rich to
almost defect-freeregions. Figure lA showsthe irregular
heterogeneouscontrast typical of defect-richregions,with
many dislocations and other defects. Some regions with
a high defect density produce a more regular modulated
contrast as a sort of pervasivebackground (Fig. I B), with
more recognizablefeatureslike dislocationsand twins superimposed on it. In crystalswith fewer defectsthere are
large regions ofuniform contrast betweenindividual dislocations and planar faults (Fig. lC). The uniform contrast is not disturbed even when the specimen is tilted
through a large angle, indicating that these are crystal
regions without linear or planar defects.
According to X-ray microanalysesin the TEM, the cement crystalshave from 2-7 molo/o(Fe,Mg,Mn)COr.There
is a slight tendency for cations other than Ca2*to occur
in defect-rich regions. However, this variation is within
error of analysisand may not be meaningful. The relative
estimated error is about 5olofor Ca and l0o/ofor Fe and
Mn, whereas for Mg it is about l5ol0.The relative proportions of Fe, Mg, and Mn vary, but Fe is usually the
dominant substituting element. One or two of the substituting elementsare sometimesbelow detection limits.
Irrespective of the type of microstructure encountered
in the calcite crystals, SAED patterns commonly reveal
weak extra reflections(c type) that do not conform to the
calcite structure and that cannot be the result of multiple
diffraction. The extra reflections have been observed to
occur midway between the central beam and fundamental reflectionsof indices 1120,1014,and 0lT8 in all symmetrically equivalent directions (Figs. 2a, 2b). No significant difference in intensity between symmetrically
equivalent c reflections has been noted. The superstructure reflections are sometimes sharp and sometimes
merely diffirse streaksrunning from the central beam, with
intensity maxima positioned halfway to the respective
fundamentalreflections.
Occasionally very weak extra reflections appear midway between the central beam and 0l 12 fundamental reflections. However, such superstructurereflections have
not been observed in zones where they cannot be produced by double diffraction (Fig. 3a). On closeinspection
the weak reflections in the reciprocal lattice row, including both the origin and a 0lT2-type reffection(i.e., lT02
in Fig. 3b), are seento be distinctly weaker than those in
parallel rows, from which double diffraction could take
place. Hence, it is concluded that the apparent doubling
of the periodicity along (01T2)* is purely a dynamical
effect.
DF imaging of c-type reflections strongly suggeststhat
the reflections arise in small local domains (Fig. 4). The
size of the domains is on the order of l0 nm. The domains are located randomly or in linear arrays, some-
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Fig.2. SAED patterns of calcite showing weak c reflections.
(a) [000U projection with superstructure reflections midway to
1120 and symmetrically equivalent positions. Note that the
rhombohedral symmetry has not been violated. (b) Projection
showing c reflections in positions midway to 1120, 10T4, and
0l 18 fundamental reflections.

times parallel to planar defects, and their distribution
seems to be nonuniform.
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Fig. 3. SAED patternsfrom calciteillustrating that c reflections presentmidway toward 0lT2 occur only when permitted
by doublediftaction. (a) Projectionalongoneof the a axes,with
ofc reflectionsin the
c reflectionsalong[0T4]*. Note absence
mid[T012]*direction.(b) Projectionshowingweakc reflections
way toward lT02 (anow) producedby doublediftaction from
c reflectionsmidwaytowardI120.

tions. Later reports by other workers have generallybeen
in accordancewith these observationson c reflectionsin
DrscussroN
dolomite.
In their study of calcian dolomite, Reeder and Wenk
Reports of c reflectionsin calcite are scarceand appear
(1979) found the c reflectionsto be positioned halfway to more or less as a documentation of their presence,referfundamental reflectionsof the type 1120,0112 and 10T4, ring to previous work on dolomite for details. Gunderson
in only one of the three symmetrically equivalent direc- and Wenk (198 l) observed c reflections from calcite in
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Fig. 4. DF imageof c reflectionshowingdomainsoccurring
with planardefects.Scalebar is 250
or in association
l1]"-tt

a disorderedhost calcite, as opposedto simultaneousprecipitation ofthe c phaseand the surrounding calcite from
an aqueoussolution.
The c superstructureof the presentwork doesnot seem
to be associatedwith any particular kind of microstructure except the domain microstructure described above.
In all the casesof c reflections reported earlier in both
calcite and dolomite structures, an intimate association
between c reflections and a specific modulated microstructure has been suggested.
The crystallographicperiodicity giving rise to the c reflections has been under discussion. Gunderson and Wenk
(1981) argued that cations in pure calcite couldn't form
a superstructureand suggestedan anion periodicity induced by rotational disorder of COr-groups. Van Tendeloo et al. (1985) however argued that the c reflections
in dolomite arise from cation ordering. They suggested
that the c superstructurein dolomite consists of cations
ordered in (0001) layers with rows of Ca and Mg cations
alternating parallel to one of the hexagonala axes. The
stacking of such basal layers implies a violation of the
rhombohedral symmetry of dolomite. This violation is
indicated by several reports of c reflections occurring in
only one orientation variant of the rhombohedral host
structure.
In the present work, c reflections appear in all three
symmetrically related orientations. As the c superstructures occur in domains of a few tens of nanometers in
size, this may be the result of averaging effects across
several domains with different orientations. However, it
doesn't seem very likely that the different domain orientations would be representedby equal volumes within
the small selecteddiffracting areas. Therefore, intensity
differences between symmetrically equivalent c reflections should be expected.No such intensity differences
have been encountered.This suggeststhat the ordering
within basal planes is different from the model of Van
Tendeloo et al. (1985), and that the rhombohedral symmetry is preserved. Insofar as this has not been documented by more direct means, it seems appropriate to
put forward two superstructuremodels: Model I is based
on the basalplane model of Van Tendeloo et al., doubling
one of the a axes. In model 2 both 4 axes are doubled,
and the rhombohedral symmetry is conserved. In both
models the superstructureis assumedto involve only ordering ofcations.
The degreeof ordering is apparently variable. This is
indicated by diffuse streaking through the c reflections
and by the fact that the intensity ofthe c reflectionsvaries
considerably,sometimesbeing below levels of detection.
The latter emphasizesthat the development of superstructure domains does not occur pervasively throughout
the crystals,as also observedin DF imagesof c reflections

one of the three symmetrically equivalent directions
[120]*, [0112]*, and [014]*, analogousto the observations by Reeder and Wenk (1979). Barber and Khan
(1987) reported on c reflectionsfrom calcite inclusions in
siderite, the calcite being ferroan (FeO =4 wto/o).In the
latter casethe c reflectionsoccurredin all three equivalent
directions. Frisia Bruni and Wenk (1985) also reported c
reflections from calcite.
The results presentedhere deviate from most previous
reports-with the exception of Barber and Khan (1987)in that c reflections occur in all three symmetrically
equivalent orientations, as consistent with the rhombohedral symmetry. In addition, c reflections do not occur
midway toward 01T2 reflections, except by double diffraction. Instead, superstructure reflections are clearly
present midway toward 0l18 and symmetrical equivaIents.
Van Tendeloo et al. (1985) and Wenk and Zhang (1985)
describedevidencethat the c reflectionsof dolomite arise
from small, local domains in the host crystal, the domains being a few tens of nanometers in size. This was
documented through DF and HREM (high resolution
electron microscope) imaging. Miser et al. (1987) described c reflectionsfrom well-ordered stoichiometric dolomite and suggestedthat the superstructureswere located in volumetrically insignificant domains. In the present
work, DF imaging of c-type reflectionsrevealsthat c domains occur in calcite as well. The domains are commonly distributed randomly in the calcite, large regions
being devoid of such domains. Occasionallythe domains
seem to be associatedwith planar defectsin the crystals.
This may be due to greater ease of diffusion, which is Gie.a).
often encountered in faulted regions as compared with
phase
ideal ones, thus making the formation of superstructure Model l: Ca(FeoMg,Mn)(COr),,l:l c
Positions of substituting cations (Fe2*, Mg2*, Mn2*)
domains kinetically more favorable. If this is so, it probably indicates that the domains formed by exsolution from doubling the periodsalong [T2T0]*, [l0T4]* and [-1018]*
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of model I cation positions.
Substituting cations : o, Ca2+: o. Traces of important crystallographic planesare indicated. (a) [0001] projection. The rhombohedral symmetry is violated. O) [1210] projection showing
stackingof identical (0001) layers.
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illustrationof cationpositionsin model2.
Fig. 6. Schematic
(a) [0001]projection.Note preservation
of rhombohedralsym: o. O) [T2T0]projection.
metry.Substituting
cations:., C.a,z*
Projectionsofrows with alternatingCa2*andsubstitutingcations
areindicatedby o.

and that a 3:l phase with composition Ca.Mg(COr)ois
probably stable at low temperatures.
Another 3: I model was suggestedby Burton (1987) and
can be deducedby inspection ofthe calcite structure.Figure 5a shows a projection along [0001], and Figure 5b is Burton and Davidson (1988), wherein all cation basal
a [210] projection of model l. The spacegroup of this layersare identical, with rows of Ca-Ca-Ca.. . alternating
model structure is P2/c. The substituting ion positions as with rows of Ca-Mg-Ca. . . parallel to one of the hexagshown in these figures satisfu the observed doubling of onal c axes.The model has space group C2/c. Both this
periods. All basal cation layers are identical. This is nec- model and the 3:l model with space group R3c have
essaryin order to avoid changesin the periodicity parallel ordering patterns with a maximum inter- and intralayer
to [0001], which would produce superstmcturereflections separation between identical types of cations, and they
along c*. Such reflections are not present in the experi- should both be energeticallymore stable than model l.
However, calculated diffraction patterns based onlhe C2/c
mental SAED patterns.
In model 1, ordered basal layers are stackedin a man- 3:1 model do not conform with the experimental obserner that optimizes the interlayer distance between iden- vations of this study, and hence this model has been retical types of ions. According to Burton (1987), this is an jected in this particular case.
From the present investigation alone, model 2 seems
energeticallyfavorable situation.
Model I has been tested by calculations based on ki- more plausible than model l. Model I has l:l cation
nematic diffraction theory. According to these calcula- composition, which is the sameas in ideal dolomite. Dotions, model I will produce extra reflectionsin positions mains with a structure like model I would probably fit
correspondingto the experimentalresults,but only in one coherently with the surrounding calcite more easily than
of the symmetrically equivalent directions. Thus, model would dolomite-structured domains. It seems,nevertheI seemsto be an appropriate model for the c domains, less, somewhat unlikely that with the dolomite compoprovided the experimental diffraction patterns are aver- sition, a structure like model I would be preferred to the
agesacrossapproximately equal volumes of domains with dolomite structure. In addition, there is no indication in
the experimental diffraction patterns that the rhombodifferent orientations.
hedral symmetry has been violated. Lastly, according to
Model 2: Car(Fe,Mg,Mn)(COr)o,3:1 c phase
Burton's theoretical approach, model 2 should be enerIn model 2 all threefold symmetrical equivalentsof the getically the more favorable of the two.
periods are doubled. Starting with a basal layer of model
CoNcr,usroNs
l, both a axesare doubled by exchangingevery second
substituting cation in a row with a Ca2*ion, as shown in
SAED patterns of calcite cement formed at temperaFigure 6a. All relevant periods are doubled ifthese layers tures not exceeding 60 oC, with a few molo/o(Fe,Mg,
are stackedas suggestedin Figure 6b. This hasbeentested Mn)CO. substituting for CaCOr, reveal weak superstrucby calculations, showing that superstructure reflections ture reflectionsmidway between 1120, l0T4 and 0lT8
will occur in the same positions as the experimentally fundamental reflections and the origin. The c reflections
observedones.Also note that in model 2, both inter- and arise from small local domains within the host calcite.
intralayer distances between substituting cations are The occurrenceof c reflections bears no relation to any
maximized.
other particular kind of microstructure in the calcite crysModel 2 is identical to the R3c 3:l model of Burton tals, since the c reflectionsare presentin both defect-rich
(1987). On the basis of theoretical analyses,Burton and nearly defect-freeregions.A possiblec superstructure
claimed that intralayer ordering is favored in calcite-type is modeled by a regular stacking of ordered cation basal
structureswith lessthan 30 molo/oof substituting cations layers, in which Ca,(Fe,Mg,Mn),Ca.. . rows parallel to
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the a axes alternate with rows of only Ca atoms. This
arrangement effectively doubles the hexagonal a axes, and
the R3c symmetry is conserved.Both intra- and interlayer distancesbetween substituting cations are at a maximum, giving rise to an energetically favorable configuratlon.
The results presentedhere, as well as other reports of
equivalent phenomenain calcian dolomites, indicate that
similar ordering occurs in both R3c- and R3-type carbonates with a nonideal cation composition. The development of superstructuresmay be the most favorable way
to accommodatesubstituting ions and was anticipated on
theoretical grounds by Burton (1987) for the system
CaCO,-MgCO,.
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